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emergence, cover it with a soil adapted to vegetation. Man

at length fixes his dwelling upon it. He discovers, among

the exposed strata, the gypsum and salt which he so greatly

needs, and which by ingenuity and industry he can extract.

And thereby can he greatly multiply his comforts and his

numbers.

In like manner might we go back and trace out the origin

of the various ores, the marbles, the granites, the porphyries,

and other mineral treasures so important to an advanced state

of the arts, and of civilization and happiness. And we should

find them originating in agencies equally remote, equally cha

otic and irregular, and seemingly as much removed from all

connection with mn's long subsequent appearance. But it

does seem to us that, during the long series of'preparatory

agencies, we can every where see the finger of God's special

providence pointing to the final result.

But we turn now to inquire, in the second place, what evi-

dence we have, in the* records of science, of God's

miracu-lousprovidence? And we take the position that, in the nat

ural history of our globe, we meet with phenomena explicable

only by miraculous intervention.

Not to speak of the earliest condition of the world, which

hypothesis alone can describe, let us follow back its history

only to the time when legitimate theory shows it to have been

in a molten state. That its internal parts are still in that con

dition, and that its now solid crust was once so, seem to us to

be proved by fair inference from facts; and such is the opin.

ion of almost all scientific men. Think of it now in that

cdndition-a shoreless ocean of fire. It is not difficult to

conceive how, by the radiation of its heat, a solid crust should

form, and at length the water condense upon its surface, while

volcanic force should form such inequalities as would make
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